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Who am I?
Mads N. Madsen

• Head of Cyber & Privacy – PwC DK

Partner – Security & Technology

• Part of Global Cyber Leadership

Mobile: +45 2811 1592

E-mail:
mads.norgaard.madsen@pwc.com

• 20+ years of technology implementation
experience
• Incident response adviser
• Cyber strategy through execution
• Bridging the gap between CXO and security
• Cyber strategy road map
• CXO trusted adviser
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PwC – The security overview
Our team helps organisations understand dynamic cyber challenges, adapt and respond to risks
inherent to their business ecosystem and prioritise and protect the most valuable assets fundamental
to their business strategy.
3,200+ professionals
• Focussed on consulting, solution
implementation, incident
response and forensic
investigation
• Knowledge and experience across
key industries and sectors
• Largest professional security
consulting provider as ranked by
Gartner1
assessment

Before

Cyber
Security architecture
‘Leader’ ranking by
Identity management
Forrester Research
CiSO as a service

• “PwC has very strong global
delivery capabilities, and the firm
offers solid, comprehensive
services with the ability to
address almost all of the security
and risk challenges that clients
will face”2

Knowledge & Experience
• Advanced degrees and certifications, including
• Certified Information System Security
Professional (CISSP)
• Encase Certified Examiner (EnCE)
• Certified Information Security Manager
(CISM)
• Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH)
Incident response
• Identity Management Specialisation
Threat intel
• Former federal and international law
enforcement and intelligence
officers
Infrastructure
troubleshooting
• Security clearances
that
allow
BI - log for classified
discussions that often stem from cyber-related
incidents
• We provide pragmatic insight and a balanced
view of how to prioritise investments in
people, processes and technology solutions
needed to address the cyber security challenge

During

60+ labs
• Technical security and forensics
labs located in 40 countries
• Designed to conduct assessments,
design and test security solutions
and conduct cyber forensic
analyses and investigations

After

.

eForensics
Malware analysis
Proprietary
tools and methods

• Extensive library of templates,
tools and accelerators
• Cyber threat intelligence fusion
and big data analysis platforms
to process data related to cyber
threats and incidents

1Gartner:
2The

Competitive Landscape: Professional Security Consulting Services, Worldwide, 2013
Forrester Wave: Information Security and Risk Consulting Services, Q1 2013, Forrester Research, Ed Ferrara and Andrew Rose, February 1,

2013
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Cyber security context
We operate in a world where we don’t own the systems we use or control the data we rely on

Digital revolution
Cloud

“IoTs”

Digital currency

Big data

Evolving
threats

More
connections

Talent
shortage

Arms
race

Growing cyber risk

More regulation
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The Danish
Financial
Supervisory
Authority

GDPR
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Threat landscape – A lot has happened in the last 18 months …
NSA leaks have accelerated the democratisation of threats
* The release of NSA tools has put

“Nation State” tools in the hands
of cyber criminals. This has
resulted in a major shift in the
threat landscape for
everyone.

August 2017

cleaner
June 2017

July 2017

Petya

August 2016

Shadow brokers
release stolen NSA
tools to the world*

NOTPetya
ransomware takes
multiple systems
offline

Internal breach
affecting over
500,000 people

Over 2.4m customers
potentially infected
with malware via the
popular tool

Major impacts include …
September 2017

June 2018

September 2018

143m customer
details (potentially)
stolen, wiped 1/3 of
the value of the org.

USD 70m lost in
crypto attacks,
resulting in service
being taken offline for
a period

Attacks exploit
vulnerabilities in code
affecting 50m users

2018

2017

May 2017

September 2017

August 2018

WannaCry
WannaCry
ransomware disrupts
74 countries and
major organisations

Cyber security
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SEC admits breached
in 2016 probably led
to insider trading

380,000 sets of
payment details
stolen via vulnerable
third-party code

• Maersk not being able to dock
ships and unload cargo (USD
275m+)

• Millions of Febex (TNT)
packages were delayed (USD
300m+)
• A global shortage of critical
drugs produced by Merck
(USD 300m+)
• Saint-Gobain had to stop
major construction projects
(GBP 250m+)
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Threat trend – Are we getting any better?

99.9% of the
exploited vulnerabilities
(in 2014) had been
identified for more than
a year, some of them as
far back as 1999.
(Source: Verizon DBIR 2015)
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ATM – an example of vulnerability risk
Is the RISK only ATM? What
about:
ATMs
Video monitoring
Cash terminals

ATMs made by NCR,
Diebold Nixdorf and GRG
Banking – 26 chosen for
security testing.

Results
-

Mobile payment
Client websites
Loyalty programs

Apps

ATM – consists of a
computer (mostly running
Windows) and a safe
enclosed in a cabinet.

Network connected with
central system – poor
Communication systems protection.

IOT

Printers
Business applications
Cyber security
PwC

One key will often open up
one model.

-

-

All ATMs disclosed personal data
85% gave out cash
58% had either an unencrypted or
only poorly encrypted network
connection – remote attack was
possible
Default admin login found – and
used
Most of the ATMs had free
connection ports – USB, keyboard,
mouse and network
15 minutes to interrupt
Windows XP found
Security software was vulnerable
Weak encryption

Is this unique??
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Key reasons to protect your privileged accounts
Financial and reputational toll can be significant when compromised

1

RISK

80%* of breaches involve misuse
of high privileges

cloud
Servers

End points

2
3

COMPLIANCE

Required to demonstrate control.
(ISO 27002, GDPR, SOX, etc.)
Industrial
controls

AUDIT

Financial and other audits
requiring you to assure control
of vendor, partner and internal
administrator access.

Digital
ecosystem

Internet of
things

Network

Applications

*The Forrester WaveTM: Privileged Identity Management, Q3 2016, July 8, 2016, Forrester Research, Inc.
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The cost of data: Breaches within financial services
The expected loss to financial organisations from a data breach
Global average cost of a breach

Predicted cost of a ‘mega breach’
(1-50m records)

USD
3.86m

6.4% increase
since 2017

USD 40m – USD 350m

Financial companies have the highest number of data breaches with the second highest costs*
Per-capita breach cost by industry

22.7% increase since 2017

1 Health
2 Financial
3 Services
4 Pharma

USD 408
USD 206
USD 181
USD 174

Other industries include technology, energy, education and consumer to (17) public
($75 lowest per capita cost)

Frequency of data breaches by industry

27.4% increase since 2017

1 Financial
2 Services
3 Manufacturing
4 Technology

0
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Based on Ponemon Institute © Research Report – 2018 Cost of
Data Breach Study: Global Overview
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What does a typical cyber attack look like?
The majority of attacks target poor security behaviours by individuals to gain access
By understanding what real attacks look like, we can see that traditional vulnerability and penetration tests do not exercise all of an organisation’s controls.
Red Team exercises go beyond technology and look at security behaviours, detective controls and response capability to provide a more rounded and context
rich view of a company’s security.

Stage

Reconnaissance

www

Time
Tactic/Technique

Infiltrate

Embed and orientate
>_

Execute and cover tracks

DLL

Days-Months

Hours-Days

Weeks-Months

The attacker gathers intelligence on
the target organisation and its
customers to refine the attack and
increase the chances of success.

The attacker tricks a user to execute
malicious software to compromise
the user’s machine or gain
unauthorised access to the network.

The attacker gains more access and
installs tools to monitor systems
and business processes, increasing
the potential impact or financial
rewards for the attack.

The attacker quickly executes the
attack and then removes evidence
in order to prevent the target from
identifying the attacker and
preventing future attacks.

• Social media analysis
• Digital footprint
• Network scanning

• Targeted phishing emails
• Social engineering

• Privilege escalation
• Network traversal
• Passive monitoring

• Data extraction
• Financial fraud
• Denial of Service (DoS)

Cyber security
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Ability to manage cyber risk as a
business issue

Cyber risk management – Journey from awareness to leadership
Views from the Board
Effective
leadership
Owner: The Board

Good
Governance
Owner: ExCo

Understanding
Owner: CISO

‘We are leading a business in the digital age. Cyber
risk is an integral part of innovation and growth; it is
led from the top and managed by all executives’

‘We actively manage cyber risk, making wellinformed choices about how we run our business
and placing clear requirements on executives. Risk
appetite influences our strategy and vice versa’

‘We maintain a well-considered cyber risk appetite
and see accurate management information
which demonstrates compliance’

Awareness
Owner: CISO

‘We understand cyber is a relevant topic and our
executives inform us regularly’

Denial?

Awareness and leadership
Cyber security
PwC
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Thank you!
GDPR awareness

Mads N. Madsen
Head of – Cyber & Privacy
Mail: mxm@pwc.dk

Cyber awareness

Game of Threats

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional
advice. You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No
representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this
publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab, its
members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of
you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any decision
based on it.
© 2018 PricewaterhouseCoopers Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab. All rights reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers
to PricewaterhouseCoopers Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers
International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity.

